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.4 • 2: With regard to-the control systems designedby Westinghouse the 

following information should be provided: 

a., Identification of the.major iplant control systems (eg.,, 

primary temperature control, primary water level control, 

" steam generator water level control) which are identical to 

those in Unit Ro. 2; and

W 

g QUESTIONS ON PROCTION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 

(For transmittal to the applicant if the areas of concern are 
uot adequately covered in the-PSAR) 

1. With regard to- the -protection, systems which actuate reactor trip 

and engineered safety feature action, the following.information 

* should be provided.:, 

.,a.,. A list'ofthose systems designed. and built by Westinghouse 

that" are identical to those of the Indian Point"Nuclear 

. Generating nt No. 2.(as documented in the Unit2 FSAR)and 
- a list o£ ,those that are different, with a discussion of the 

.design dif ence s 
. f .. it ta e 

b. A list of those systems and their suppliers that are designed 

and/or built by suppliers, other than Wetinghouse; and 

c. Identification of those features of the, design which do not: 

conform to the criteria of IEEE 279 and the Co6pission's 

proposed :General Design Criteria and an explanation of the 

- reasons for these.
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Questions, 2 : 

Ub ;A ist -and a discusson of the deign differences n iose.  
systems not ,denttcal to those used 1* Unit No. 2. This. " 

discusson :should include an evaluaton .of the :safety

siifican;: of ea h -design difference.  

3. State the -eismic design i teria for the reactor protection 

. systemi engineered Pafety teaturecircuits, and the. emergency 

power system.. The ertteria should- address:. (1)the capabiity 

1 to initiate -a protective action during the design basis earth. • 

quake-, Iand. (2) 'th' capability Of the engineered sa ety feature.  

circuits to -ithotand seiSmic distUrb.nes during post#accdent 
.operation. Zescribe the qualificatton testing reiquiements Which

Sl be .used to assure that the criteria, ae satisfied and how 

these requirements w1l be. imposed on equipment suppliers.  

4.',Describe the quality: assurance procedures which apply to the 

- equipment- in the reactor protection system, englneered safety
.  

-feature eiruitosi, and the emergency electric pOwer system. 'This 

description ShOuld Include the. qualiy assurance procedures used 

S during equi~pnt fabrication, shipment, 0field torage, field 

".' t ition,and system component checkout,-and the records. per' 

ta"ing to each of these.

-- -- --------------

-------------------------------------

-------------- 
I -------------------

------ - ---
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Questions3 

5,. Subit the criteria"and their bases which establish the mini .  

requirements for preserving the independence of redundant reactor 

protection systems, engineered safeiy feature systems and Class I * 

electrical systems through phys cal. ar; ement and separation and 
assure minium availability during any *design basis event.-The 

•y .ev- t., 'In-e 

submittal shoul include a discussion of the administrative reponw

stbility arjd control to be 'provided to gssure compliance with these 

criteria +durb the ,desi n and installation of these systems, The 

criteria and bases. for the installation of electricl cable for 

these systems should, as a minimumf, address:

a. Physical separatton among redundant cables routed in contain.  

ment, penetration aeas, cable "spreading rooms, control rooms 

a - nd other congested-or hostile areas.  
b. Spacing ,of wiring and coponents in control:'boards, , es, and 

relay racks' 

c. Circuit overload protection (single phase andthree phale.  

6'. For electrical and mechanical equipment of the reactor protection 

system. and engineered safety features locat ed in .the pr ary- con, 

tai=ent or elsewhere -in the plant, state the design ,criteria, which 

tke nto account the potential effects on the4eq bnts of 

' U C a ZE electic syastne ad design basis events are defined 0, 

the Proposed IEE Crtteri for Class TE Electrical System oor 
Nuclear lower Generating Sta ti ons (EEE-308),.  

OFFICE p- ------------------------------------------ ----------------- ----------------------------------------------- ----- ------------- r- 7 
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radation oeuttg;aj bt n4 l 

condtin 4jia~ mposed on loiig~term nra prto.Dsrb 

*the analysis, and "ettIn 'perflormed to, verify eop 04c With 

*thede daotgn oriteria..  

7;* 1eni~ ~ ~eY, relaed 'equ$*aet aad cmonents (e -g , 

anotozrst cables ,filters, pump seale)* looted iA the irmar y cow.  

tainmient hc re rrd to be ihcbgi vouoperabl.e durin and subsequant 

to alossof cola t 4eat or asteamline bre~ acc460e.  

Diisitbe the,-qual ietion ttswhich hwve been -orwlhee

ordoneah of thesa, items to Asur thoiw 'oe follm- Mlq in a 

comubined hihte raue prasure, and uidity envtrowment.  

S.Sae thewiteri Vhi~h have ben e0tablished,:to. Assure that 1000 

of the Al r onditionin a/r vontitio sytmilnot 

44* aderey, aggect the oeaity of safety related co4trol 44d 

* electjricl equipment lotcad in the control ropimantd otereqip 

ment room,.Dsrb h ana'.lypis perormed 'to' identify th e t 

case: ezvionmut' (e et. eperature, luoidty) Stpt te lmt 

i* -o10io viih regaird to temperature that would -tequire: reactor 

ehtd 'ijAnd how this Vas detrmied.. Described an sting 

*(facto#y end/or o=site) which has- been or will be performd to 

ido-ft,,#,,66 $abt aot0 operabliy of cot0 and eletrical equipment.  

wide e~emeeny mema~.conditions. i 

* OFFICE jo ------- h ap t t: m -relIm -tA -- the -- nej p_ ad 10-f ---------------
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'9. . Describe how-reactor protection system and engineered safety 

-equipment willbe identified physically as safety related 

equipment in the plant to assure appropriate treatment, parti

cularly during maintenance and testing .operations.- Also, 

describe your identification scheme for distinguishing between 

redundant channels of theiabove mentioned systems.  

-10 A. Decrb me. d e.  

10. a. Describe the method for. periodic.-testing of engineered 

safety feature instrumentation and control equipment. We 

interpret IEEE 279 to require the same high degree of on

line -testability for engineered safety feature actuation as 

Is required for the reactor trip system.  

" b. Can both ESF logic trains be concurrently bypassed by placing 

. them in the test. mode? 

11. Provide a description of the instrumentation systems included in 

your design for remote monitoring of postoaccident conditions 

within the primary containment. Provide an analysis to -show that 

- these systems provide appropriate .wide range information for the 

" full spectrum of postulated accidents.

12. Can. both reactor-tr.-p bypass breakers be concurrently closed? 

13. Are there' fouratmuneiater drops in the control room to indicate, 

respectively, the opening of the protection system instrument 

cabinet doors (for',test\pupses)? 

. . \
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.-.,Questions .  

several.'of which apparently could be eliminated without violating 

the provisions .of IEEE*308 or -279. Please describe any circuit 

modifications you may, wish to make in this regard or submit 

justification for retaining the existing design.  

3. Submit the result of your grid :stability analyses showing the 

effect on the grid of the suddenloss of (a) Unit .No.. 3. -and 

. - (b) the largest unit on the grid. -,(Assume the losses are not 

concurrent).• 

4. In terms of protection system criteria what are the design bases 

for the'diesel fuel oil transfer system? .  

5. Describe the monitoring system which indicates -to: the operator 
the loss of a-battery charger (or chargers).  

of a . . ).  

6. What indicates to the. operator that one.. (or more) diesel ,generators.  

has., (have) been disabled for test or maintenance purposes? 

7. We understand that a single exhause fan serves. to ventilate both 

battery .rooms. Justify this'-desig in terms of (a).-hydrogen 

build-up time (worst case conditions)"and (b) the.surveillance of 

- roving operators, or propose an alternate redundant design powered

from the emergency buses.

SURNAMEjo- - ----- ---- ------ 7 
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circuits '(swing buses) between redundant buses. We have observed

that there. are several swing buses in your d.c. .system,'

I- - - - - - - - - - - - -I -- - - - - - - - - - - - -I - - - - - - - - - - --
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14.: 'In termis of protection system criteria, what are your:design 

bases for the post*accident instrumntation which guides..the" 
-operator: in sitching (manually)fffom the injection to the 

recirculation mode., What are your design bases for the control.  

circuits for the associated valves, .pnps etc?

i5., .'In the event of an accident, a time- in each logic train is used 

. to delay. hot leg injection. Provide an analysi.. f the failure of 

. either timer resulting. in lmediate hot leg injection. Discuss 

the consequences of such a failure. .  

16, "Are the circuits hich prevent :vlves. from being opened such.that 

low pressure piping is subjected to high pressure fluids designed 

in "accordance with protection system criteria? 

17, .Is the Emergency Feedvater system an engineered safety: feature? 

gETIONS oN ENRENCY POWER SYSEM 

1. What are the 2000 hour and 2 hour ratings of the diesel generators 

2. Safety GUide 6 recommends against the use of automatic transfer

9-
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Questions

.~
8

-8. 'Justify yr 80 hour, as opposed . to seven-day, onsite diesel 

f ...I SM silv_- " ". . . .

,9. Is the ventilation system for the cable. tunnels powered from the 

emergency buses.? Povide a basis for your. answer. .- . ,.

DA .- - - -- - -. -.  

" DA rE.I ' .. __ __-__ _ __ ....... __ ___ __.............____ __-
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